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A fully self-organizing neural network approach to low-dimensional control problems is described. Vile 

consider the problem of learning to control an object and solving the path planning problem at the SaIne 
timc. Control is based on thc paLh plaflning rnodel UlaL rollows the g,·adicrd or thc staLionary soluLioll 
or it dilTIlSioll l'f"OCCSS working ill Lhc staLc spacc. Pn:viOIJS works an: ex Lcndcd hy irdmdllcing a sclr
org;anizing; multigrid-like discretiz.ing; structure to represent the external world. Diffusion is simulated 
within a recurrent neural network built on tllis multigrid system. The novelty of the approach is that 
the diffusion on the multigrid is fast. Moreover, the diffusion process on the multigrid fits well the 
requirements of the path planning: it accelerates the diffusion in large free space regions while still 
keeps the resolution in small bottleneck-like labyrinths along; the path. Control is achieved in the usual 
way: associative learning identifies the inverse dynamics of the system in a direct fashion. To this end 
there are introduced interneurons between neighboring discretizing units that detect the strength of the 
steady-state diffusion and forward control commands to the control neurons l,ria modifiable connections. 
TIns architecture forms the Multigrid Position-and-Direction-to-Action crvfPDA) map. The architecture 
integrates reactive path planning and continuous motion control. It is also shown that the scheme leads 
to population co cling; for the actual command vector. 

1. Introduction 

Controlling a manipulaLor can be enormoutlly com

plex [rom the point o[ view of an analytical approach 

since it requires the sequential computation of the 10-
caLion of the target, the path Lo be followed to reach 

the target, the inverse joint kinematics that satisfies 

the consLraints of the path and the obstacles, the 

inverse joint dynalllio; and eventually the cOllunand 

series while meeting the demand of changes of the 

plant'� dynamic.". 

Biological evidenc� strongly suggests that sllcll 

a task can be solved with the help of learning. 

Effort along this route include varlOUS lIlverse �y�

tern identification Inethods, such as the direct iden

tification method (xliller, 1987; Kawato et aI., 1987: 

Widrow d (I!., 1978), the indirect lllethod, that is 

based on the identification of the [onvard model 

(.Jordan, 1990: Werbo" 1988; Widrow, 1980) and 

the feedback-error learning method: when the errors 
generated b:y a preyiousl�y fixed stabilizing feedback 
controller are used to train the inverse system iden
tifica.tion model (Lewis et (11., 1993; MiyanlOto et (1/., 
1988). Excellent revicl,vs have becn publishcd in thc 
literature, sec: e.g. (Dean and \�rcllman, 1991; Miller 
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et ai., 1990; 'hrendra and Parthasarathy, 1990; 
Vemllri,lDD:)). 

The Blain obstacles of manipulator controlling 
are: 

• the problem of many degrees of freedom. 
• the question of adaptivity, i.e. the adjusting of the 

system to changes of non-repetitive nature, 
• the question of learning, i.e. the modifying of the 

system to respond for changes of repetitive nature. 

The proLlelll of IIlany degrees of freedoIIl ha.::; no 

general solution as of yet. Some of the approaches, 

just like LhaL of the presenL paper, apply coarse cod

ing discretization techniques that provide a natural 

interpolaLion tlChelHe. Neverthelet:.':l, a discrdi:tation 

technique is of lillliLed use when the configurations of 

a many-degrees-of-freedom manipulator are consid

ered, since the full problelH requires the di::;crdi:ta

tion of the phase space that leads to a neuron num

ber having the diulension of the phase space in its 

exponent. 

The present approach features the following 

properties: it is a naLural extension of previous paLh 

planning approaches that are based on the diffusion 

equaLion (Lei, 1990; Gonnolly and Grupen, 1993, 
Glasius ct af . . 1995; Glasius ct al., 1996; �Jarshall 
and Tarassenko, 1994). These works were extended 
by L6rincz Ed of. in a series of publications that pro
vides a self-organizing formulation (Szepesvari ct al., 
1994; Szepesvari and Lorincz, 1996; Rozgonyi et al., 

1996) to the path planning architecture and provides 
a direct inverse system identification stage of asso
ciative nature for controlling (Fomin Ed at., 1994; 
Szepesvari and Lorincz, 1996a). The approach has 
the advantage that it provides a natural solution to 
the problCIll of adapting versus learning (Szepesvari 
and Lorincz, 1996b) "\vhilc relaxing the demand on 
the precision of the identification stage at the same 
time (Szepesvari and Lorincz, 1996c ) .  

The disadvantage of using the diffusion equation 
is its long relaxation time. This is a crucial point 
since the reactive path planning properties of the 
model rely on the continuous upgrading of the equi

librium state of the diffusion equation. If that up
grading is slmv then the use of the full architecture 
is limited. This limitation will be resolved here by 
proposing the usc of a self-organizing multigrid struc
ture (Rozgonyi Ed (1/., 1996) that can shorten the re
laxation time considerably. 

For a better inspection to the control problem 
let us formlllat.e t.he mat.hematical framework: The 

neural sprwding activation (SA) method \ve consider 
can be viewed as the discretization of t.he follmving 
diffusion like differential equation : 

iT = �o- + I , ( 1 ) 

where ,,- = cr(q, t) is the activity, I = 1('1) is the 
external flow: q E IP::. n is the state vector of the plant 
and L1 = a2/axI + ... + a2 /ax� is the Laplacean 
operator. Let us denote the stationary solution of 
Eq. ( 1 )  by,,-' = "-'('1 ) .  If the source (sink) activity 
corresponds t.o t.he start. (t.arget.) st.at.e t.hen t.he pat.h 
planning problem is solved by follmving the gradient 
of t.he st.at.ionary solut.ion. The desired equat.ion of 

motion of the plant thus may be given as: 

q="'1,,-'(q), (2) 

where"" is a positive constant. In the present frame
work the Keumann boundary condition that requires 
the normal cmllponent of the fimv with respect to the 
boundary of the free zone (F) to be zero: 

Do-I on OF 
= 0,  (3) 

arises in a natural fashion. 
Kow, assmlle that the plant's dynmllics is given 

by the following equation (Isidori, 1989 ) :  

q = b(q) + A(q)u, (4) 

where it is the time derivative of q, the state vec
tor of the plant, U E W�m. is the control signal: 
b(q) E m:", and A(q) E �nxm. We ilEsume that 
the domain (denoted by D) of the state variable 'I 
is compact and is SiIllply connected: that 11. :::; m, 
and for each 'I E D the rank of matrix A( 'I) is 
equal to n; that is, the matrix is non-singular. As 
a consequence the plant is strongly controllable. In 
this case the inequali(y n < m means that there 
arc more independent. actuators than state vector 
components, i.e. the control problem is redundant. 
Another kind of redundancy, or ill-posedness occurs 
when 11. > m in '\vhich case even A -1 is non-unique. 
Further, "\ve assume that both of the matrix fields, 
A(q) and A -l(q) are differentiable '\vith respect 
to q. 

Let v = v (q) be a fixed n dimensional vector field 
over D. The speed field tracking task is to find the 



static state feedback control u 
the equation 

u( q) that solves 

v(q) = b(q) + A(q)u(q). (5) 

Kate, that Eq. (2) defines a speed field tracking task. 

Speed field� mu�t be carefully designed if A(q) is 

singular [as in the case of a robot arm (Hwang and 

Ahuja, 1992)J. 
Given the pla.nV� dynalIlic� by Cq. (4) the inVff'!H; 

d!Jnam.ics of the plant may be \vritten as follows: 

P(q, q) = A-I (q)(q - h(q)) 

+ (E - A -1 (q)A(q))y(q, t), (6) 

\vhere E is the unit matrix and y = y(q, t) is 
an arbitrary function and A-I (q) is the gencral
ized invcrse of A (q). Of course, the control signal 
u(q) = P(q, v(q)) solves the speed field tracking 
control task. Here we trcat the learning of the in
verse dynamics when the state space is discretized 
by means of a self-organizing multigrid. 

The paper is organized as follows: first the pro
posed medium for the diffusion equation, the self
organizing multigrid is described. Then the diffu
sion process on the multigrid system is discussed and 
computer simulations are shown for illustration. Scc
tion 4 introduces the concept of interneurons, that 
serve as the bases of the inverse system identifica
tion by creating position-and-direction discretization 
and thus allowing to form a 1.Iultigrid Position-and
Direction-to-Action (MPDA) map. Control exper
iments \vith the MPDA map are also presented in 
this section. In the discussion it is shO"\'\'n that the 
model leads to population coding being the subject of 
recent interest in both biological experiments (Geor
gopoulos ct (1/., 1982; Georgopoulos ct af.: 1988) and 
adaptive parallel algorithms (Pougets and Sejnowski, 
1995). Conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6. Details of 
motion control computations and direct associativc 
identification of the inverse dynamics are presented 
in the Appendix. 

2. Multigrids 

it multigrid is a hierarchical set of discretization-, 
or grid points -.,.yith levels diH'cring in their resolution. 
The multigrid ma:r also inelude the neighboring rela
tions, i .e. a graph structure that connects griclpoints 
that are nearest neighbors, or are close to each other. 

Both of the definitions acquire a meaning if the space 
to be discretized and the closeness relationship are 
defined. In the ca."",� of a pixel discretir,ed '21) image 

the multigrid refers to the discretization of the 2D 
SP(lct: and the siu:, (i.e. Lhe re8olution level) thus the 

mllltigrid discretiu:�s a space of :)1) . .  \Jeighbors then 

can be defined in this 3D space. 

The net'\vork suitable for forming multiresolution el
ements can be described a.s follows (Rozgonyi pt al., 

1994; Rozgonyi ct ot., 1996). Assume an n dimen
sional bounded Euclidean space [t'll as the el'tf-rnal 

space and its pixel discretized image as the input 

space. LeL �Vp denote the number of di�crdiljing pix

els. Thus the input space is the subset of illNp. Each 

point of the input space corresponds to a set of con
figuralion� in the external space. We consider that 

an object in the external space is completely char
aderiljed by it� posiLion and siz,e and it; abo repre

sented by its Np dimensional inpllt-intensity distri

bution vector � = (Xl, X2,.,., XNp) .  (Vectors of the 
iYp dimensional space will be di�Lingui�hed by under

lining.) Assume a nehvork consisting of Nn neurons 
each of which receives the input vector ;r via input 

weights. Let fil U = 1 , . Nn; I = 1" . .  , lv�fI) de
note the weight connecting the ith neuron with the 
lth component of the input v�dor . .  \Jellrons and their 

weights will be sometimes called weight vectors: or 
fil Lers. 

'l'he development of the mllltigrid consists of two 
separate problems: 

• that of finding the filters that are able to distin
guish betw��n input patterns of different sir,es, 

• that of finding a self-organizing learning rule that 
can lead to the development of such filters when 

the network is inpllt by objects of different si7,�s. 

Consider the training set of local f,r:fpndpd objpds 

modeled by Gau�siall (�excitaLion profiles" param

etrized by �'inp E �;;;. ("size;' of the input pattern) 
and rinp E IR: n (position of the input pattern). A 

di�tribution of �'inp and rinp induce� a di�tributioll 

of input pattern vectors. Each input pattern vector 

� is generated by Lhe expression: 

( Ie, �"'"')') 
x, - "(""! ·)c - '-mpj - � lOp , (7) 
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\vhere N(:...Jinp) i� a normali:tatioll fador ell�urillg 
Li x? = 1, rinp points to thc ccnter of cxcitation, 
r{ E � n is the position vector of pixel!. 

It was f01111d (Ro,gonyi ct (J/., 1994) that this 

training sct has a suitablc learning rule to form multi
grids. This learning rule may be expressed as follO'\vs: 

\vhere �fi.i is the change of the lth component of 

the weight vector belonging to theith neuron, [:} is 

a positivc lcarning rate , Jd!d = Ll fiiJ:i is thc input 
activity of the ith neuron, and a-is is the Kwnecker

delta (Sis = 1 if 'i = s, othenvise cf;� = 0) , with 

indice� detennined by Lhe winner-Lake::;-all (WTA) 

mechanism, i.e. sC�) is the index of the neuron of 

maximal input activity for input!!2..  Learning rule 
(8) - Logdher \",·i1,h other learning �chelIlel - ",,'as 

first inve:3tigated by Kohonen in his book (Kohonen, 

1981) . 
This learning rule has been stlldied in detail both 

theoretically and numerically (Rozgonyi ct aI., 1996). 
IL corretiponds Lo a �tochasLic gradienL approxi11la.

tion and thus converges \vith a sllitable choice of the 

learning rate time series. It minimizes the cost func

tion E(f, , ... , fr.;J defined as E = L; (Li f;/ -1)". 
That is, the weight vectors become normalized at 

the end of the training. As it has been shown (H.oz

gonyi et al., 1996), the normalization of the weight 
vecLors, Lhe inner product expres::;ion for the input 

activities , and the \VTA procedllre, do favour the 

ncural unit that bcst matchcs the input vector apart 
fro111 a �calar factor. That properLy leads La Lhe for

mation of filtcrs of diH'crcnt sizcs and positions in 
the natural ordering of pixel, i.e. to the formation 

of a lllllltiresolution systelll, possibly a lllultigrid de

pcnding on thc input set utilized. Computational 
simulations illustrate that under suitable conditions 

a multigrid is formed. 
For 1,he illusLratioll of Lhe advanLage::; of llluHi

grids in control tasks 400 filters in a two dimensional 

space of pixel size 18 x 18 \vere formed. The results 
are shown ill Fig. 1. The filter po�itions, (Ci) and 

radii, (Rd arc respectively dcfined as 

L /;,1'1 

L fd ' (0) 

(Filter �ize� of Lhe fiu'ureti are �caled down bv a fac-e _ 
tor of III for better visualization.) The magnitude 

ordered filter radii are tihown in the upper le[L sub

figure of Fig. 1. riltel'� arrange lhellltielve::; in ::;i:te 

groups. The structure is fairly irregular. rvlore reg

ular ::;y�tems with beLLer tieparaLed �ubgl'ids can be 

developed with torus-like boundary conditions (H.oz

gonyi d 0[., 1996). The control ulilizing �preacling 

activation meLllOclti (see later) cloe::; nol allow, how

ever, a straightforward development of the multigrid 

011 a loru�. Boundary dIecL::; Lhen becolne �trong 

and errors can easily freeze into the structure; the 

�truclure beCOllleti more irregular. )Je\'el'Lheles� two 

�maller Illtel' clutitel'� have elnerged together \vilh a 

broad distribution of largers filters. It has been ar

gued that the larger the �iz,e di�tribution the lel::; sLa

ble the multigrid structure will be (Hozgonyi et aZ., 
1996). These figures indicate LhaL ill the case of a 

�elf-Ol'gani:ting di�creLi:taLion some - or even exten

SIve structural errors may freeze in and there is 

a need [or self-orgalli:ting conlrol 111ethod� that can 

compensate for those structural errors. 

2.2. Cnnnedions between neighbor·ing 

multiresolution elements 

In order to allow a diH·usion to sprcad, thc set of 
discretization points should be extended by n.eigh

borin.g connection.s. Ncighboring conncctions should 
connect filters of similar (close) positions and of sim
ilar sizes. Theoret.ical works on developing suitable 
ncighboring connections havc followed two routes, 
the one that used a WTA competition between the 
conncctions thcmselvcs ( Martinctz, 1993: Martinctz 
and Schulten, 1994) and the other one that used 
leaky learning for t.he connections and assumed lo
cal cxtendcd objects (Szcpcsvari and Lorincz, 1993: 
Szepesvari et at., 1994; Szepesvari and Lorincz, 
1996) . Hcre it sufficcs to usc thc method of Mar
tinetz and Schultcn (:rl/lartinctz, 1993; }Iartinetz and 
Schulten: 1994) which they termed competitive Heb

bian learning (CHL) . Below, the concepts developed 
by Martinetz and Schulten are shortly revie\ved. 

In the case of a \VTA nehvork thc ncurons dividc 
the input space into winning domains. Let l"j dcnote 
the winning domain in ill:. .Vp belonging t.o neuron i 
and let the 1;ij sets be given by all the .J:. E IP�·'\'p for 
whieh the J; ("'.) and Ji ("'.) are the two highest input 
activit.ics. Let }v! C RNp dcnot.c thc set of.;r vectors 
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Fig. 1. Upper left: size ordered filters. Upper right, lower left and lower right subfigures show neuml positions, the relative 

size of receptive fields and within group interneural connections for groups of neural radii between 0.0 and 2.1, 2.1 and 

3.00, and above 3.00, respectively. The filter sizes are scaled down in the figure by a factor of 10 for better visualization. 

that represent input objects, and let Vi(M) denote 

the common part of Vi and }I;f. Furthermore let 

Vij (M) denote the common part of vij and .!'vI; that is, 

Vi
./

M) = Vi.i nM. Vi(M) and Vi
./

M) are the so-called 
masked Voronoi polyhedra of first and second order, 

respectively. The neighborhood relations of neurons 

stands for the neighborhood relations of their Wlll

ning domains: 

Definition 

Neuron i and neuron j are neighbors of each other if 

there exists � E Vi/M). 

The neighborhood relations of neurons are repre

sented by the interneural connections. Let us denote 

the connection strength between neuron i and neu

ron k by Wik (i, k = 1, ... , N n ) .  Taking Wik = 0 Iii, k 
as the initial conditions, competitive Hebbian learn

ing can lead in an unsupervised way to Wik-S, which 

differ from zero if and only if neuron i and neuron 

k are neighbors. This learning procedure was first 

suggested by (Martinetz and Schulten, 1994) for de

veloping a correct representation of topology of the 

input space. An analog version of this learning rule, 

is the following: 
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�Wik = cwO�k)( -Wik + Ji (g;J Jk (:f)) , (10) 

where O�k) = 1 only if :f E Vik (M), otherwise 

O�k) = O. The restriction of learning for the case 

when O�k) = 1 means a strong (WTA) competi

tion between connections. Cw is a positive learning 

rate. Interneural connection strength matrix will be 

symmetric. 

The connection structure of the network trained 

on two dimensional patterns is shown only within 

each layer (see Fig. 1). The concepts of developing 

neighboring connections can be extended to the case 

of multigrids. It may be shown for multigrids that 

the CHL rule is suitable. More details may be found 

in (Rozgonyi et ai., 1996). 

3. Diffusion on the Multigrid 

In order to set up the path planning problem with 

start and target activities an external recognition 

system - not modelled here - is needed. It is 

assumed that this recognition system can identify 

and segment the object to be controlled and can in

put the segmented part of the external world to the 

self-organizing network. This input gives rise to the 

start activities and the respective neural activities 

shall be denoted by Si (Si = Ll fil (:fs)l, where :fs is 

the segmented start vector) . Index i runs through 

the discretizing neurons. It is assumed that the 

target area can be identified and inputted to the 

network in similar fashion giving rise to the target 
activities, ii (ii = Ll fil (:ft It, where :ft is the seg

mented target vector and i = 1, ... , N n). Moreover, 

it is also the task of the recognition system_ to iden

tify (segment) the obstacle (:fo) and to input that 

to the network giving rise to the obstacle activities 

0i (Oi = Ll fil (:fa)l). If the obstacle activity of a 

given neuron is above a predefined threshold then 

that node is thought to represent the obstacle region 

and is excluded from the free space region. Now the 

diffusion process [Eq. (1) 1 can be simulated on the 

self-organizing multigrid according to the following 

set of equations: 

(;-i = Ii + L Wik(O"k - 0"; ) , i E F, 
kENinF 

(11) 

where F is the set of active neurons (corresponding 

to the free space) , Ni denotes the set of neighboring 

grid points of grid point i and O"i is the discretized 

version of the activity 0" at position Ci. The external 

signal is the summed contribution of start and tar

get activities, Ii = Si - ti where Si = s;j S, ti = i;lT 
where S = LiEF Si and T = LiEF ii are the nor

malizing factors. It is easy to see that Eq. (11) with 

Wik connections equal to the inverse of the nearest 

neighbor distance and discretization forming a ho

mogeneous orthogonal lattice structure corresponds 

to the discrete approximation of a diffusion equation. 

3.1. Diffusion experiments 

We have compared relaxation rates on multigrid ver

sus single grid structures. These experiments were 

conducted on the self-organizing networks. Initial 

activities are shown in the upper subfigure of Fig. 2, 

while the relaxed activities are shown in the lower 

subfigure of Fig. 2. The time dependences belong

ing to these figures are shown in Fig. 3. These fig

ures were computed by summing up the absolute 

External source activation 

0.6 

o 

-OA 
18 

Relaxed activations 

3 

o 

-3 
18 

Fig. 2. Top: initial start and target activity distribution. 

Bottom: relaxed activity field. 
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Fig. 3. Relaxation (R) of network activities on linear (left) and logarithmic scales (right). Upper and lower rows 

correspond to target placed to the upper right corner of the input space and start position placed to the lower left corner 

and to middle of the input space, respectively. Dashed line shows relaxation for the case when only the high resolution 

group was utilized for activation spreading. Solid line shows relaxation with the full network. Relaxation R is defined as 

the sum of the absolute values of the changes of spreading activities at each node at time t and computing this sum as a 

function of time t = n6t. 

values of the changes of activities at each node at 

time t = n6.t: 

R(n) = L 100i(n6.t) - O"i((n - l)6.t)1 (12) 

and computing this sum as a function of n [6.t was 

the discrete time step used in the numerical solu

tion of Eq. (11)]. The left hand side and right hand 

side figures differ in the vertical scale: the left and 

right hand side figures are drawn on a linear and 

on a logarithmic scale, respectively. In all cases the 

target was positioned in the upper right corner of 

the two dimensional world. In the case of the top 

(bottom) figures the start position is in the lower left 

corner (center) of the free space. The dashed lines 

represent diffusion on the highest resolution layer, 

while the solid lines show the results for the diffusion 

process using all the neurons and all the interneural 

connections. 

It may be seen that the start of relaxation on the 

high resolution layer alone is very slow, being more 

pronounced for the case when start and target are 

in the opposite corners. This point will be discussed 

later. 
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4. Controlling the Plant 
4.1. G1>adient estim,ation 

The path planning task involves the design of a route 
LhaL connects Lhe :::;LarL region given by Lhe tlLarL ac

tivities to the target region given by the target activ
ities. The best a control system can do in Ollr Cfl..Se 
that it follows the gradient of the steady state activ
iLy lllap provided by Lhe dilTusion sysLeul [Eq. (2)J. 
Uelmv it is argued that a local approximation uti
lizing the steady state difi\lsion How can estimate 
the gradient and the conditions of the estimation are 
gwen. It is detailed why these conditions are only 
partially satisfied for our self-organizing structure. 
The errors thus introduced are compensated by the 
(ErecL,  atlsociaLive idenLificaLion o[ the invertle dy
namics (b'omin pf aL, 1994; Szepesvari and Larinc!';, 
1996a) being shortly reviewed in the Appendix. The 
efficiency of this identification Inethod is illustrated 
by the computer simlllations of the forthcoming 
sections. 

The gradienL can be approximaLed by directional 

derivatives of the equilibrium activity Inap. Let us 
first introduce the concept of geometry vectors. The 
geometry vector between neuron i and j is the vector 
LhaL poinLs [roUl Lhe posiLion Ci of neuron i Lo\vards 

the position Cj of neuron j :  g'ij = C./ - Ci. Let a-i de
note the stationary activity at node i. The gradient 
of Lhe sLaLionary activiLy aL node i, i.e. Lhe gradienL 

of the steady-state reslllt of the discreti!';ed diffllsion 
equation ( 1 1 )  is approximated by 

di = L Iijeij, 
jE.i\',nF 

(13) 

\vhere C!ij = Wijgi.1 is a lmit vector and lij is defined 

aE 
(14)  

Equation (13)  is  just the first order approXIma
tion of the gradient of the steady state activity (lim
ited only by the discretization error) provided that 
(i) the lattice is a reglllar lattice and (ii) v"ij connec
tion set is equal to U"ij: 

.. 1 
1/};j = 

Ilcj - cill 
j E Ni. ( ].») 

\vhere Ni denotes the set of neurons neighboring neu
ron i. Keither of these conditions are, however, fully 
�atisfied [or Lhe selI-organiz,ing lllaps, since there are 
structural errors in the system and the self-organized 

connecLion sLrengLhs are not necessarily Luned 1,0 

the values given by Eq. ( 15). The approximation 
of using the U\j values instead of the expression 
given by Eq. ( 15 )  is, however, justified since the re
ceptive fields (roughly) approximate dosed-packing 
within each subgrids and thus are uniforml�y placed 
res ulting in similar neigboring connecLion strengths . 

Kevertheless it is clear that the learning rule of 
the controlling scheme should compensate for strong 
structural errors. 

The coarse coding techniqlle that we lltilize al
lmvs further averaging and the gradient of the ac
tivity map at Lhe sLaLe of Lhe planL is approxilllaLed 
by the sum of the gradients of activity at discretiz
ing points (neurons) -.,.Yeightcd by the coarse coded 
acLiviLies o[ Lhe sLate of Lhe planL: 

d= L Sidi. 
iEF 

(16) 

Kote that in Eq. (1: 1 )  it is necessary to restrict the 
sllmmation for active nodes (elements of P) since ac
tivities: and thus Iij values are only defined for active 
nodes. The Iij values may be interpreted ct.':; Lhe ac

tivity flmv along the neighboring connection bet'iveen 
neurons £ and j. The architecture utilizes simple lin
ear elements, the interne/Irons that sense these flmvs, 
and Lhrough their connections Lo Lhe control uniLs 

they activate the control units in proportion with the 
sensed activity Hmvs and the connection strengths -

the ouLpuL o[ Lhe network LhaL is Lhe conLrol signal 
(or cont.rol vect.or) 11 is given as 

11 = L L Si li.1111.j , 
jE.N,nF 

( 17) 

where the llij-S are the individual interneural com
mand vecLors (or cOlllmand connedions) as�ociaLed 

to the inLerneural connecLion [rom neuron i 1,0 neu
ron J. After learning, 11ij shollld move t.he plant 
from position Ci to Cj (see Sec. 7). It is the tuning 
of the ilij values and the association made possible 
by the introdlldion of t.he new units, the int.erneu
rons, that can compensate for the structural errors. 
The Luning procedure is detailed in the Appendix. 

The result of the tuning procedure, i.e. the relation 
between geometry connections and actions is called 
the Position-and-Direction-to-Action (PDA) map for 
a single discreLi:taLion layer and can be Lermed as 
Multigrid PDA (\;IPDA) map for the case of the 
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CL 

INL 

GDL 

SL 

Fig. 4. Scheme of the self-organizing architecture. CL is control layer, INL is interneuronal layer, GDL is geometry 

discretizing layer and 5L is sensory layer. 

multigrid. The schematic structure of the (M)PDA 
map is shown in Fig. 4. The figure depicts the sen

sory layer (SL), the feedforward spatially tuned con

nection structure that excites the discretizing units of 

the geometry discretizing layer (G D L). U ni ts of the 

GDL are connected by the neighboring connections 

that input the interneurons of the interneural layer 

(IKL). The connections between the interneural layer 

and the control layer (CL) develop the directional ac

tions (interneural command vectors) that can com

pensate for structural errors by means of learning. 

The working of the network is detailed in Pig. 5. 

4.2. Self-organized command vectors 

The controlling experiments were performed on the 

discretization shown by Pig. 1, thus q, q E ll�2. The 

controller consisted of four control neurons and the 

plant's equation had the simple form of q = Au 
where A E ];2X4 was a fixed matrix, the four con

trol units correspond to left, right, up and down 

directions. 

Results of learning the command connections 

with the help of direct associative identification of 

the MPDA map are shown in Fig. 6 (left) . The 

learning equations are given in Sec. 7. They may 

be com pared with the pre wired case of Fig. 6 (right) , 

i.e. the case when the Uij command connections were 

prewired according to Eq. (21), that any individual 

interneural command vector moved the plant exactly 

in the interneural direction. 

Figure 6 was developed as follows: First the re

laxation process was initialized in a way that the 

upper-left pixel was set to -1 and the corresponding 

neural initial target activities were computed. Then 

one single pixel at a specified position was set to + 1 
and again the corresponding neural initial source ac

tivities were computed. The algebraic sum of the two 

sets gave the initial activities for the spreading relax

ation procedure. After relaxation the different parts 

of interneuron activities were used as the population 

code for the control signal. These respective parts 

are summed up providing the control signal u. The 
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u ( u(l) 

Sj 

U(k 

geometry 
connection Wjj 

discretizing 
neurons j,i 

u(m») outputs of 
control units 

learnt connection 
strengths to 
control units 

output of 
interneuron Yij 

inputs to 
interneuron Yij 

stationary flow of 
diffusion equation 

stationary values 
of diffusion 
equation 

Ij = Sj - tj inputs to 
diffusion equation 

normalized feedforward 
start and target activations 

Fig. 5. Working of the network. 

control signal was computed according to Eq. (24). 

In the figure the normalized speed vectors Au/IIAull 
are shown at the position of the start pixel. In 

Fig. 6 the upper and lower rows show cases when 

(i) all the neurons and when (ii) only the neu

rons of the high resolution layer may contribute 

to the control signal , respectively. The left and 

right subfigures correspond to learned (left) and 

prewired (right) control command connections. The 

prewired and the learnt cases are rather similar. The 

boundary condition of the diffusion process resulted 

in the "off-from-the-boundary" direction of the speed 

vectors situated at the boundaries in both cases. 

This behavior would fully disappear if torus were 

used in the experiments , or if the Neumann bound

ary condition was modified. 
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Fig. 6. Normalized speed vectors with learned command connections (left) and pre wired command connections (right). 
Top: All neurons play a role in the relaxation. Bottom: Only the neurons of the high resolution group play a role in the 

relaxation. (For more details see text. ) 

4.3. Motion generation 

The control protocol is a closed-loop static state feed

back procedure that continuously upgrades the sen

sory information: To every instant the relaxation 

procedure was executed and the plant was moved 

in accord with the vectorial sum of the start neu

ron activity governed interneural command vectors. 

At the new position the relaxation procedure was 

again executed, and so on. The system was used for 

closed-loop motion generation in the presence of an 

obstacle. The plant started at each case from the 

lower left corner. The diameter of the plant was 5.0 

pixel. The three curves of Fig. 7 correspond to three 

different threshold values that determine the obsta

cle nodes and thus the extent of the free space; neu

rons with above threshold obstacle activations are 

excluded from the free space. The curve that hits 

the rectangular obstacle corresponds to the move in 

the space without obstacle. It curves away from the 

edge of the 2D region as expected from the learned 

speed vectors. The two other curves have different 

obstacle thresholds. A threshold with 10% of the 

maximal obstacle input activity (maXi Oi ) results in 

a curve that would hit the obstacle due to the finite 
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Fig. 7. Motion in the presence of rectangular obstacle. 

SIze of the plant under control (dashed line) . More 

stringent threshold value ( 1%)  moves the plant in a 

collision-free path (solid line) . 

As may be seen , the controlling experiment has a 

better precision then the precision of the discretiza

tion being the result of coarse coding : the center of 

the plant approaches the target within the size of 

both the plant and the pixel in all cases. 

A somewhat more complex labyrinth is depicted 

in the upper left subfigure of Fig. 8. Two rectangu

lar obstacles are now placed at the two sides of the 

figure and the plant should move on a doubly curved 

path.  The size of the plant was 0 . 75 pixel . The fully 

connected network is shown in the upper right part 

of Fig . 8 .  The lower left subfigure depicts the free 

Fig. 8. The 'labyrinth' problem. Two rectangular objects are placed into the 2D space and are shown in the upper left 

subfigure. The upper right, the lower left and the lower right subfigures depict the full connectivity structure, the free 

space units with their connectivity structure for the multigrid (obstacle threshold value is 0.002 ) ,  and the free space units 

with their connectivity structure for the small receptive field subgrid (obstacle threshold value is 0.00475 ) ,  respectively. 

The path for the multigrid are depicted by solid line in the upper left subfigure. Obstacle threshold values of 0.00475 and 

0.002 result in a collision and in a collision free path, respectively. The path for the small receptive field sub grid (obstacle 

threshold value is 0.00475) is depicted by the dashed line. 
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space units and their connectivity structure for the 

same network . The lower right subfigure shows the 

free space and the connectivity structure for the case 

when only the small receptive field neurons are con

sidered. The two cases require different thresholding: 

in the case of the full multigrid an obstacle threshold 

value of 0.00475 gives rise to collision, while a thresh

old value of 0.00200 allowed collision free motion. In 

the case of the small receptive field subgrid, an ob

stacle threshold value of 0.00200 deletes too many 

neurons, breaking the connection structure into dis

junct pieces that cannot provide a continuous path 

for diffusion. A threshold value of 0 .00475 proved 

to be satisfactory for this case. The three paths are 

shown in the upper left subfigure of Fig. 8 ;  the solid 

lines depict the path formed by means of the multi

grid for the two different cases, while the dashed line 

depicts the path formed by means of neurons of the 

small receptive field subgrid. 

The difference in the relaxation time for the 

multigrid and the single subgrid is illustrated by 

Fig 9 .  The figure depicts the integrated relaxation 

times needed for the closed-loop control procedure . 

In both cases the network was allowed to relax first. 

The speed vector was computed and a fixed step 

length (0 .25 pixel) was executed into the direction 

of the speed vector. The new position was used to 

upgrade the input activities of the diffusion equation 

and the network was allowed to relax. The approxi

mate relaxation rate R( n) was computed. When that 

rate decreased to the one tenth of the value just after 

the step was executed, i.e. just at the time when the 

new relaxation procedure was started, the relaxation 

was considered as 'finished' and the relaxation time 

of that step was recorded , and so on. The integrated 

relaxation times are depicted in Fig . 9. The curve for 

the multigrid and the small receptive field subgrid 

are depicted by the solid line and the dashed line , 

respectively. There is a large difference in the open 

space region where the multigrid integrates very little 

time - the curve is almost horizontal. The advan

tage of the multigrid, however manifests itself in the 

region when the plant is close to the obstacle too, 

since the relaxation procedure concerns the whole 

network always . The difference between the network 

relaxation times is not large when the full network is 

between the source and sink nodes and the diffusion 

is limited by the narrow stripes, since the free space 

region gives just a small contribution. In the other 
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Fig. 9. Integrated relaxation time. The solid and the 

dashed lines depict the integrated relaxation time for the 

multigrid and the single subgrid,  respectively. After each 

relaxation procedure a fixed length step (0.25 pixel) was 

executed, the new sensory information was inputted, the 

source activities of the diffusion equation were recom

puted and the diffusion equation was allowed to relax, 

etc. The integrated relaxation times are shown in arbi

trary units. 

extreme, however, when the source and the sink are 

at the same part of the free space, the 'hanging' net

work may considerably lengthen the relaxation time 

and this lengthening is more pronounced for the sin

gle subgrid structure. 

5. Discussion 

5 .1 .  Role of multigrid: t h e  maze problem 

The multigrid approach is useful when the problem 

of path planning and motion control is composed of 

large free spaces as well as thin maze-like structures . 

It is then advantageous that diffusion in the large 

free spaces will relax quickly with the help of the 

large receptive field neurons, while diffusion can still 

proceed in the bottlenecks via neurons with small 

sized filters. The hierarchy of large and small filters 

optimizes itself to a given diffusion problem if the 

Neumann boundary condition is applied by identi

fying the obstacle regions and forbidding diffusion 

along the connections of neurons positioned mostly 

(i .e .  above some predefined threshold) within this re

gion. Large receptive field neurons will take part in 

the diffusion only if they are situated within large 

free spaces, while narrow corridors will be discovered 

for path planning by the diffusion field if resolution 
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- ::;et, by Lhe ::;ize of the objed� theln::;el Vel - al

lows. It may be important to mention that our goal 
is not to approximate the original diffusion equation 

as clos�ly a.s possihl� but to cr�at� a sp��d fl�ld for 

control, 
The fast relaxation of the dift'usion is important 

::;ince Lhe pre:;ented conLrol architedure reprelent� a 

f��dforward controllN \vorking \vith static stat� f��d

back closed-loop strategy and thus it requires fast 
updating. Considering the massively parallel archi
tecture and a similarly structured hardware imple
mentation, it is the diffusion that would be the slmv

est part of the controller, since the controller has 
three connection sets, t-.,.vo of which are simple feed
fon .. vard connedions \vhi l �  th� third on� corr�sponds 

to the recurrent interneural connections that govern 
Lhe cliITu::;ion. IL i� then clear that Lhi::; ::;tage w·ill de

t�rl11in� th� d�lay tim� of th� f��dforward controll�r. 

it is also important that connections between the 
filters of different sizes have been developed: this al
lows Lhe diITu::;ion Lo spread in the fasLe�t pO�'lible 

way allowed by the obstacles. 

The uniform coverage of the external space by 
the filters in both position and size is also important 
since that can decrease the structural error of the 

controller. This requirement has minor restrictions 
for competitive systems where the structural error 
is kept low sinc� comp�ting units t�nd to arrang� 

themselves in dense (close) packing. In the case of 
::;imple connecLed external �paCel, Lhe lea�L strud ural 

�rror may b�long to a mllltigrid strudur�. H owev�r, 

it is also possible that extremely sInall learning rates 

ar� n��d�d to form th� r�glllar strudure or that such 

structures may not be formed. In ID and 2D the dis
cretization grids are rare exceptions since in ID and 

2D local and global clos� packing stfllctl1r�S are the 

::;ame. Already in 3D, however, the local clo�e pack

ing has an icosahedral structure, ,vhile global close 
packing has hexagonal layers. That is one can freeze 
error� into the global �Lrudure. IL i� abo pO�'lible 

that the external space of the control problem is not 

knmvn in aclvance. Then the compeLitive neL that 

optimi!';�s the discretization strudure, demonstrated 

by the multigrid formation, is an attractive choice. 
IL is , hO\vever, not important [or Lhe discretization 
to be compl�tely regular. This compromise is offer�d 

by the self-organizing associative direct identification 

procedure of the inverse dynamics. 

The improvemenL in the ::;peed of the relaxation 

of the diffusion is shmvn by the simulations when 

the muHigrid ::;trucLure i� u�ed i::; apparent. The im

provement �hould be even larger for sy�tem::; having a 

broader range of resolution units and/or in larger ex

ternals �pace�. IIere a particular reference �hould be 

made to the initial slowly changing parts of the diffu

�ion figure� (Fig. 3 ) .  Thi::; portion of the cliITusion is 

noL too pronounced in our compuLer run::; due to our 

limitations in nehvork sizes. This portion , however , 

has approxllnately a , - d/2 tillie dependence, where 

d is the dimension of the external space (Carsla\v 

and Jaeger, 19td ) ,  and may severely con::;tl'aill the 

relaxaLion time of a high relolution single layer di::;

cretizing grid. 

5.2. Learning ve rsus adaptation 

It has been shown that controllers that apprOXI
mate the inverse dynalIlics of t.he cont.rolled plant. -
just like the present architecture - can be used in 
the so called Static and Dynamic State (SDS) Con
trol Mode t.o compensat.e inhmIlogeneous, non-linear, 
non-additive perturbations (Szepesvari and Lorincz, 
1996c). The SDS control mode oft'ers a solution 
to the learning versus adapting problem (Szepesvari 
and Lorincz: 1996b) : The architecture, as is demon
st.ratcd here, can be tuned. At. the SaIIlC time t.his 
tuning is (i) slow and (ii) requires a thorough ex
plora.tion of t.he possible configura.tions. Tiule con
straints may prevent one from utilizing this learning 
capability in case of small and transient perturba

tions, sl1ch a.s varying loads and t�mpNature effects 

on friction coefficients. The SDS scheme suggests 
to use the architedllre ,vith the learnt and approxi

mate inverse dynamics in two identical copies. One 
copy ads as the original closed loop controller while 

the other identical copy can be used to dev�lop the 

compensatory signal necessary to counteract the ac
tual unforeseen external or internal strudural per

turbations - as it can be shown in a rigorous man
ner (Sr,�pesvAri and Larinc!';, 1 996c; Sr,epesvAri and 

Larinc!';, 1 DD6b) . Th� compensatory signal that can 

be developed without the need of influencing the 
learnt 'v�ights represents the adaptation capahility 

of the system. ..As a consequence, by using the two 
identical copies of architecture on� can control the 

plant more precisely than just by the closed loop 

feedfonvard controller alone. 
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Since the SDS Controller utililojel t,'\'o identical 

copies of the very same architecture thus the credit 

ast:ignment problem it) contiiderably eased: Learning 

tiimply concerns Lhe (t.':;sociation of acLual directions 

(i.e. interneural activities) and control vectors of the 

tiingle architecture aL all times. 

5.3. The generality of the appmach 

The fully self-organilojing nature o[ the architecture 

allows one to think of problemt: beyond roboLics 

that could be subject of self-organizing controlling. 

At: a lniscellaneous example consider the problem 

of a plug tim\' reactor with distributed sensory and 

control sysLemt: det:igned to control c0111plex reac

Lions (Il ojnuckarin tl "i., 199;1). The plug now re

actor model permits control by the chemical and 

heat iluxet: added through the t:ide \vall o[ Lhe re

actor. The sensory systems may detect tenlpera

ture, pret)t)ure, t)pedral information and/or concen

tration along the reador in a distributed fashion. 

The multigrid may be built up by transients (local 

extended objects) as they proceed along the reac

tor. Such a representation is not suitable for tradi

tional competiti ve t)chemes since inpuLt) are not pre

sented in a random fashion. Nevertheless, learning 
can be stabilized by means of a suppression mecha
nism (Ta:vitian et al., 1996). The dimensionality of 
the representation is not \vell defined: it is at least 
1 ,  since the flmv is one-dimensional. Additional di
mensions may arise, hcr""ever, from the competing 
chemical reactions. The general formulation of the 
MPDA map as well as the possibly low dimensional
ity of the control problem may allow the development 
of a self-organized control strategy. The complexity 
of the chemical processes could be ovenvhelmingly 
challenging for the straightfonvard application of the 
simple scheme described in the paper. The control 
of the plug-How reactor: however: clearly calls for 
robust, self-organizing and fast (massively parallel) 
computational schemes. 

5.4. Population coding and 

biolog·ical rete'vance 

It may be worth mcntioning that the present self
organizing network has some resemblance to the 
motor-like map in the primary motor cortcx. Ac-

cording to Lhe experiments of Georgopoulos and 

coworkers who studied hmv neuronal activity varies 

""hen lllOnkeyt) move a handle to one of several tar

gets arranged around a central starting posiLion, the 

activity of individual neurons vary with the direction 

of the movement: they fired lnm;t briskly [or move

ments in a preferred direction and fell silent during 

mOVe111ents in the oppot:ite direction. The directional 

t uning of all recorded neurons \A/as broad. Individ

ual neurons contribute predominantly to movements 

in a preferred direction but abo to le8ser degrees to 

movelnents in other directions (Ceorgopoulos et al., 

19�2). Georgopoulos propot)ed that movement in a 

particular direction it: dei.el'lllined noL by Lhe adion 

of single neurons but by the net action of a broad 

population of neuront:. FUl'Lhermore: he t:ugget:ted 

that the contributions of each neuron to movement 

in a particular diredion could be represented as a 

vector whot:e length depended on the degree o[ ac
tivity during movements in that particular direction. 

lIe then added the conLribuLiolH; of individual cells 

vectorially to produce a population vector that was 

directed in the correcL direction. 

The working of the lllOdel presented here is very 

similar. Figure 10 shm\'s the individual speed vectors 

A"JijUij corre;ponding to the individual inLerneu

ral command vcctors Uij and the speed vector cor
responding to the control signal, Au [where U was 
computed according to Eq. (24)], \vith thc source be
ing at the center of the figure and the goal being at 
eight different positions. The command vectors are 
depictcd at thc goal position for the case of inspec
tion. The largest vector in each group represents the 
net response of the network (dircction of motion) in 
the appropriate position. The speed vcctors of the 
individual interneurons are scaled in the figure in the 
follmving wa�y: the largest individual speed vector is 
scaled up to 75% of the full control signal in each 
subfigure. The upper left, upper right and lo"\"er left 
figurcs show the results for the small, medium and 
large neural groups, respectively. The lower right fig
ure shows the result for the full s�ystem. Command 
directions cover angles larger than 180 degrees, nev
erthelcss thc vectorial sum points to thc appropriatc 
direction. 

From the point of view of Georgopoulos l find
ings the present model offers an explanation for why 
both broad tuning and well directed vectorial sum 
may cIllcrge simultancously. It, should bc stresscd, 
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Fig. 10. Georgopoulos representation with small input objects and learned interneurons. Left top : small sized neurons 

contribute,  right top : medium sized neurons contribute, left botto m :  large sized neurons contribute ,  right botto m :  all 

neuron contribute to the population coding. Details of the figure are given in the text. 

however , that the network presented here IS not a 
biological model by any means . 

6. Conclusions 

The MPDA architecture and its working have the 
following features : 

• it is a fully self-organizing architecture with a dis
cretizing neural layer and geometry connections 
between discretizing neurons , 

• the diffusion-type relaxation procedure on the dis
cretizing neural layer is accelerated by means of 
the self-organizing multigrid structure , 

• the interneurons introduced to each geometry con
nections allow the direct associative identification 
of the inverse dynamics of the plant , 

• the learnt command vectors lead to population 
coding with a broad range of angles for the many 
command vectors , resulting in a robust scheme , 

• the architecture offers an attractive solution for 
the credit assign ment problem for combining feed
forward and feedback controllers, 

• the architecture offers a natural solution for th e 

learning versus adapting dilemma. 
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7 .  Appendix 

7. 1 .  Following the gradient 

In order to realize Eq. (5) in practice , we have to 
represent the inverse dynamics of the plant in a 
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::;uiLaLle way. rir�L leL u::; Ilx an arbiLrary point q in 
the space. This point may be chosen as a discretiza
tion point. Let Vl , . . .  , Vk E li,�n denote k adirection" 
vecLor� (k 2:: n ) ,  One might think of Lhe geometrical 
vectors belonging to a discretization point . Assume, 
that the control vectors UI , . . . , Uk E :::.:;;. m satisfy the 
equalities 

vi = b(q) + A(q)ui , i = I , . . . , k . (18)  

Assllme, that the h direction vectors V I ,  . . .  , Vk span 
Lhe n dilnentlional tlpace. vVe propose that Lhe k con
trol vectors UI ,  . . .  , Uk are sufficient for controlling 
the plant at the state q. To show this, a.">Slll11t? that 
the plant is to be moved into the direction d from 
the point q and d is expressed as 

k k 
d = L (tiVi , with L (ti = 1 .  (19) 

i:::l i:::l 

Kate that if there are at least n+l vectors among the 
vectors Vi that are affine independent (i.e. any n vec
tor span ]FH) ,  then coefficients that satisfy L, 0:; = 1 
may be found. Let us consider the control vector 

k 
11 = L (}:i11i . 

i:::l 
(20) 

Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (1) we have that the 
control vector u yields the speed vector d. 

Now a.">Sllme that we are given a path planning 
problem and the recurrent network has already re
laxed in a stationary state. One may then determine 
the control signal 11 that is able to move the plant in 
the desired direction in the following 'vay: The speed 
vector of the plant mllst correspond to the gradient 
or the equilibrium activiLy map aL the start �tate, In 
Sec. 4.1 it was shown that the gradient of the flow at 
the start state can be estimated by d = LiEF .'ljd!', 
,,,here di is the approximated gradient at neuron i: 
di = LjE_I\I;nF IijCij , where Ii'; = Wij (a) - a-i) .  Ac
cording to the previous section, if one is given the 
control connnand vectors Uij 1 j E Ni , satisfying 

"ij = b rei ) + A (ei )Ui.l ' 

then control vector 

Ui = L SjIijUij 
jEN;nF 

(21 ) 

(22) 

lIlove� Lhe plant lnLo the direction di provided that 

the plant is in state Ci . a Taking into account the 
coarse coding of the state of t.he plant , i .e .  that the 
state of the plant is given by the full blob, we get 
that the control vector is approximated by 

ll = L Ui ' (2:3) 

Equat.ions (22) and (23) fit. well to the recurrcnt ar
chiteclure that compute the t)taLiollary now. 

Let llS nm\' assume that the path planning ar

chitecture is extended by interneurons and control 
neurons in a way described in Sec. 11 . 1 .  Interneurons 
correspond to neigh boring connedions and monitor 

the activities that flow along the connections and 
provide proportional outpuLtl ,,,,·ith the Illollilored t)ig

nals, i.e. the output of interneuron YiJ is given by 

.'li. /ij . Interneurons are conneded to control nellrons 

via command connections. Let the command con
neclion LhaL tltarts [r0111 lnLerneuron Y;j and ends 011 

control neuron k be the kth component of Ui.( u;j . 
The individual control command of intcrneuron Yij 
it) thu::; equal to SiIijUij. Control neuront) provide 

control signals 11 by summing up these individll:ll 

control commands: 

U = L L SiIijUij . 
.; E lVin F' 

(24) 

Considering Eqs. (21) (2·1), it can be seen that the 
learning problem is to tune the 11ij values that they 

each move the plant in their respective directions eij 
provided that the plant i::; in t)tate Ci. The 1I1Otion 

planning and execution procedure can be summa
rized as follows: 

Step 1. Develop the coarse coding of the path plan
ning task on the recurrent nehvork. 

Step 2. Compute the equilibrium activity map by 
adivation spreading. 

Step ,'1. Interneurons compute the directional deri
vatives of the flow weight.ed by the coarse 
coding activities of the actual state of the 
plant. 

Step 4. Interneurons send their outputs through the 
command connections to t.he control neu
rons. The sum of received activities is the 
control signal. 

�In Eq. (22) the Ii) coefficients should have been normalized but according to our numerical experiments Eq. (22) can work equally 
well. 
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The architedure and it� \vorking are ::;hov,'n III 

Figs. 4 and ,0 . 

7.2. Direct. assoc'iat'i-ve ·ident·ification of 

the inverse dynamics 

This learning scheme is discllssed in details in ( b'omin 

ct aI., 1994, Szcpcsvari and Lorincz, 1996a) . The al
goriLluIl learn� the control vector::; a� follow�: 

Step 1.  Develop the coar�e coding LhaL corre::;pond� 

to the state of the plant. Store it as start 

activities. 
Step 2. Choose a random control signal and feed it 

into the plant. 
Step 3. Compute the coarse coding of the resulting 

state of the plant and use it as the target 

adivitietl. 

Step 4. ComjJute Lhe equ.ilibriuIIl activity lIlap ac

cording to these start and target activities. 

Stpp /5. A ssociate the control signal to internellrons 

weighted by the Olnput of the interne11rons.  

In Step 5, the signal Hebbian learning rule may be 

used , i .e. 

(25) 

\vhere 11 is  computed by the network according to 

Eq . (24 ) .  a < (lij < 1 is thc learning rate of in
terneuron Yij : that can be tilne-dependent or �La
tionary. It is reasonable to choose a Hobbins-IVlonro 

type time dependence (Robbins and xlonro, 1951; 
\Vasan , 1 9(::i9) i n  order to enS11re the convergence of 

uij to the average of learning samples with respect 

to the input disLrilmLion and also to maintain adap
tivity forever. IIo\·vever, in this ca.<:;e, adaptivity may 

becOlne extremely slow by time. If the learning rate 
is kept constant then adaptivity m ay be kept above a 
predefined leveL In this case uij may be considered 
as a stochastic variable with mean given by the sam
ple average and deviation magnitude proportional 

to 'AI (i\ mari, 1 D67) after enough training epochs 

have passed. The additive term b (q) of the inverse 
dynamics can be easily learnt by using the plant �s 
zero dynamics; i.e. by setting U = 0 and learning the 
resulting 1l10vemenLs. 

Another pm::.sible learning llleLhod would be to 

replace Step 5 by storing the ;'best action vector so 

far': . However, this method may be sensitive to state 

error::;, while the IIebbian learning doe::; average and 

can handle noisy inputs too. 

Yet another possible method is to restrict learn
ing to the immediate neighborhood of the ne1Jron 

'ivith the highest Si activity, and further to the lll

tern ell ron that has the h ighest flow fij ,  that is . - 1  (ti/ (U - Ui/ ) 

Hij -

o 

if Si = m!l'x Sj and 
] 

Iij = max Iii , (26) 
I 

otherwise . 

Learning rll1e (�6) can be considered as the ';soft/' 

version of Eq. (25). For this latter rule one can prove 
that the l imit of the llij command connection vector 

satisfies Eq. ( � l )  and thus the algorithm can learn 
the inverse dynamics of any plant 11p to the preci

sion of discretization. 

Again, if Lhe Lime dependence of the O:;j values 

satisfy 2::1. "ij (l) = ,x' and 2::, "Tj(l) < ce, where I 
is incremented only if interneuron Ct, j) learns, then 

the convergence of Uij i::; guaranteed. 

In order to prove this note that the limit of 

cOllulland connecLion veclor Hij corre::;ponding to in

terneuron lij can be wTitten in the form 

Hi, = lv dP(x) l(Xi H(X ,  y)dP(ylx) , 

where u(x, y) = A-1 (x - b) + (E - A-1A)y with 
A = A( Ci) , h = h(cd and W is the set of x di

rection vectors for which the geometry connection 
(i ,  j) is the ',""vinner:' , and Y(x) represents an arbi

trary measurable set. Substituting the expression for 

u(x, y) in Lhe above equation yields 

Hi] = A -1  ('X - h) + (E - A -1 A) 

X lv dP(x) l(x) ydP(ylx) , 

'i"here x = !\1-' xdP(x). If T'V is symmetrical with re
spect to gij (e.g. the discretization is regular) ,  then 
x = gij and thus in this case Uij satisfies Eq. (21) 
(i.e. Uij = Uij ) .  �Ioreover, if the sampling of y-s is 
also symmetrical for each given x, that is if Y(yx) 
is centrally synnnetric, then thc second term in thc 
above equation disappears, too. 
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